
Literary Analysis Assignment: “Hall of Mirrors” 
 
Directions: Using the literary analysis rubric and Mr. Spear’s exemplars to guide you, type a literary analysis on 
“Hall of Mirrors.”  Refer to handouts on “Using Direct Quotations” to ensure grammatical integrity in your 
embedding of direct quotations.  Provide proper opening context as well as context for your direct 
quotations.  Your examples should be specific to the device or devices referenced in your assertion.  Make 
sure that your explanations support the function or purpose you claim in your assertion.  Edit carefully for 
passive voice, sentence structure, and mechanical errors.  Attach your T4 for the chapter to the bottom of 
your response and be ready to turn in at the beginning of next class. 
 
This assignment will be worth 45 points.  The only opportunity to reassess will be on the next impromptu, in-
class literary analysis, so your best effort is strongly encouraged. 
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